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1. Overview of sensor types
Sensor Principle Detects Frequency Field (T) Noise Comments

Coil Faraday’s
law

dΦ/dt 10-3 - 109 10-10 - 102 100 nT bulky ,absolute

Fluxgate saturation H dc - 103 10-10 -10-3 10 pT bulky

Hall probe Lorentz f’ce B dc - 105 10-5 - 10 100 nT thin film

MR Lorentz f’ce B2 dc - 105 10-2 -10 10 nT thin film

AMR spin-orbit
int

H dc - 107 10-9 -10-3 10 nT thin film

GMR spin
accum.n

H dc - 109 10-9 -10-3 10 nT thin film

TMR tunelling H dc - 109 10-9 -10-3 1 nT thin film

GMI permability H dc - 104 10-9 -10-2 wire

MO Kerr/Farad
ay

M dc - 105 10-9 -102 1 pT bulky

SQUID lt flux quanta Φ dc - 109 10-15 -10-2 1 fT cryogenic

SQUID ht flux quanta Φ dc - 104 10-15 -10-2 30 fT cryogenic

NMR resonance B dc - 103 10-10 -10 1 nT Very precise



7.1 Magnetic recording

The reading of magnetic records depends on sensing the stray
fields from magnetized regions on the hard disc.
The stray field can be calculated from the magnetic charge density,
as indicated in the last lectures.
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Magnetic force microscopy
Measures B∇B via the force on a resonant cantilever.

Scanning Hall probe microscopy
Measures B in a sensitive high-mobility semiconductor plate.

Scanning SQUID microscopy
Measures Φ in a small superconducting loop.

7.2 Scanning probe methods



SQUID sensors for magnetometers, nondestructive testing, geophysical
prospection… incluing high-Tsc SQUIDS and microsquids

SQUID sensor arrays for magnetocardiography and 
magnetoencelography (MEG)

7.3 Medical imaging


